MICHELA MUSOLINO

Michela Musolino is an internationally recognized Sicilian-American singer. The grand-daughter of Sicilians immigrated to America, she explores her cultural roots through the study and reinterpretation of the folk songs of Sicily and Southern Italy.

CANTU
A HISTORY OF PEOPLE IN SONG

Michela Musolino sings songs of daily life, songs of feast days, songs of protest, and songs of courtship... a music which connects us deeply to those universal emotions which we all share. In presenting this music to university students of Italian, Musolino illustrates their course work real world applications. Performances/ presentations include narratives which explain the history and traditions associated with the songs Musolino sings. These stories create a deeper understanding of a people, their culture, and the development of their language and literature while reflecting the movement of a people from the Old World to the new.

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
8 FEBRUARY 2023
3:00–5:00 PM
GILBERT 118

CONTACT:
PIZZUTI@UGA.EDU

SPONSORED BY THE WILLSON CENTER FOR HUMANITIES AND ARTS & THE DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES